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LAGO VERSION OPTIMIZATION

The LAGO Version Optimization module makes it possible to reduce the creation of print versions 
or variants to minimize the number of variants that actually have to run through a production and 
coordination process. It doesn‘t matter on which level you produce a variant. The entire range is 
covered, from national to regional/market-specific to customer specific variants.

Through the built in optimization algorithm and the resulting variants or versions, you reduce the need for inter-
action with a graphic designer saving valuable time and money.

Calculation of necessary variants

The core of the LAGO Version Optimization module is the page or document compression. This compression 
determines which master versions or header variants are needed to complete the versioning accurately. Header 
variants are all variants that have to be processed and manipulated by a graphic designer because of a difference 
in mechanical layout from the main version or variant. A graphic designer in production only receives the orders 
that require interaction and are header variants for processing. The designer does not have to determine how 
many InDesign documents are to be created - this is a key benefit of this module.

For example, one difference is the representation of another product in a regional/market-specific variant. The 
algorithm proceeds in such a way that each product is evaluated by itself and the number of necessary variants is 
determined from the sum of all products and their variant characteristics. For example, on the title page of your 
print advertising medium in January, you could create different products in one variant.

„North“ and „South“, you get 2 head variants. However, if you also map another product in the variant „East“ in Fe-
bruary, you get 3 header variants. The number of variants is therefore always based on the current data collection 
and characteristics from publication to publication and from page to page.

Page compression can be performed manually or automatically within the workflow. It is possible that in the first 
page when planning two header variants for „North“ and „South“ exist, at a later time however a further differen-
tiation of the variants takes place and afterwards the variants „East“ and „South“ develop. However, the already 
existing variants and their layout remain in place even if the page is compressed again keeping them all linked 
together in the module.

Dealing with price variants

In addition to the head variants, the page compression also optionally determines what we call  „content variants“. 
Content variants identify all variants that are based on differences in data fields, such as a price. Since such data 
fields automatically flow into a document via the LAGO placeholder technology and are not set manually by a 
graphic designer, any differences lead to the creation of a content variant.

Efficient creation and management of multiple versions in your workflow
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Although content variants can be viewed by a graphic designer at any time, they run automatically during 
production via an InDesign Server, requiring no manual intervention at the end of the production process. For ex-
ample, you can automatically generate several price variants for two regional variants, „North“ and „South“, which 
differ from each other by a different product on the title page.

Price variants can also only be generated at the end of a production run by importing prices. This allows you to 
completely decouple production from the creation of regional, market-specific or individual print variants and 
highly automate the creation process. Of course, content variants can also result from differences in other fields. 
This enables you to automatically deal with regional differences in product designations. For example, you could 
advertise  „Submarine Sandwiches (or Subs)“ in the South and „Hoagies“  in the North for the same image. 

List of Features

Determination of necessary header variants for the graphic element(s)

Determination of necessary content variants for differences in data fields (e.g. price variants) 

Output of all necessary variants via an Adobe InDesign Server

Manual initiation of a page compression to determine Versions required and calculate Header Variants

Automatic processing of a page compression triggered by a status change in your workflow

Automatic processing of a page compression triggered by changes in the graphic element(s)
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